21 January 2015

To:

Larry Hecker, Pima County Bond Advisory Committee, Chair

Cc:

Nicole Fyffe, Executive Assistant to the Pima County Administrator
Carolyn Campbell, Pima County Bond Advisory Committee, Vice-Chair

Re:

Pedestrian Safety & Walkability Improvements Proposal Follow-up

Dear Mr. Hecker and honorable Committee members,
Thank you again for reviewing our proposal at your January 9th meeting. We hope you were compelled by
the turnout of supporters and the testimonials that they shared.
In response to questions raised during the meeting:
1. Current conditions. Attached are responses from the City of Tucson Department of
Transportation per technical questions that were raised about certain projects at the last BAC
meeting. We have also included photos of existing conditions along some of the specific corridors
that were mentioned.
2. RTA funding. Attached is a summary of RTA funding specific to making pedestrian
improvements, as we understand them. Bottom line: the funding estimated to be available is a
drop in the bucket compared to the hundreds of millions – if not billions – of dollars needed for
the region to create a quality pedestrian network, which is key to a robust multi-modal network.
3. Letters of support from jurisdictions. Attached are letters of support from all participating
jurisdictions. In addition, we have included letters of support submitted on behalf of organizations
from throughout the region.
As a reminder, this proposal tied for 3rd highest in popularity of ALL projects in the survey conducted
by Pima County in 2013. Within the City [of Tucson] center it was popular amongst 54.8% of
respondents – higher even, than Pima County Animal Care Center Improvements (51%). To date,
you have received 83 online comments, 133 postcards, and 26 letters of support from organizations for
this proposal. At the last BAC meeting, we counted over 250 supporters in attendance.
This has been and will continue to be a popular and compelling issue for Pima County residents and
therefore we encourage you to adopt it in its entirety rather than relocating or passing off any of the
projects or their components to other proposals or other funding sources. Voters want specificity. The
failure to include these specific projects in the Bond would greatly reduce the pro-bond support that they
have generated to date – support that is critical to ensuring a successful bond election this November.
Thank you again for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Emily Yetman
Executive Director

City of Tucson Department of Transportation responses
1. Grande: How much of the project budget reflects the funding needed for
heaving/buckling sidewalks?
TDOT Answer - The sidewalk piece of the draft budget is primarily to widen the existing
sidewalk. It is estimated that less than $15,000 of the proposed budget would fix the
buckled/heaving sidewalk. It would be unrealistic to remove the small areas of heaving or
buckling from the project because we are adding sidewalk width in those same locations.
2. Vicksburg/Sarnoff: The project includes ADA compliant curb ramps; isn't it currently
ADA compliant?
TDOT Answer - There are sections of sidewalk along Vicksburg and Sarnoff but most do not
meet today's standards. There are also whole sections of sidewalk missing.
3. Roger Road: How is the project budget divided between the City and the County
portions?
TDOT Answer - Like any project that crosses jurisdictions, we will assess how much of the
project is in the city and how much is in the county. It is not uncommon to work on projects
through an IGA.
4. How is this infrastructure going to be maintained after it is put in place? Who will be
responsible for it and with what funds?
TDOT Answer - The City of Tucson has existing policies and systems in place to maintain
our sidewalk system.

36th Street
Examples of existing
conditions

Vicksburg/Sarnoff
Examples of existing conditions

Summary of RTA Pedestrian Funding
Below is a summary of how the two categories that fund pedestrian infrastructure through the
RTA work. Of note is that, due to tax revenue projection shortfalls, the RTA has proposed a
reduction in categorical funding – to 83% – in order to fully fund and complete major roadway
projects.
There are two categories where pedestrian/sidewalks are funded:
RTA# 37 - Elderly and Pedestrian Safety
RTA# 41 - Greenways, Pathways, Bikeways & Sidewalks
RTA#37:
Projected Total Amount: $16,600,000
Amount Already Committed: $13,523,000
Amount Available to Be Programmed out to year 2026: $3,077,000
RTA#41:
Projected Total Amount: $16,600,000 (to clarify, this is 1/3 the projected amount @ 83% of the
category, because as the RTA has stated numerous times, this category is to be divided equally
between pathways, bikeways and sidewalks)
Amount Already Committed: $11,186,000 (again, assuming 1/3 the amount*)
Amount Available to Be Programmed out to year 2026: $5,414,000
*We are confident using the 1/3 number because the Cat41 chart attached shows that sidewalks have
had 33% of the total funding programmed and is therefore right on par with where that final
percentage should end up.

Therefore, in categories #37 and #41 there is an estimated $8,491,000 for the next 11 years
or $771,909 per year for the entire region. (Note: A linear mile of 5' sidewalk costs about
$528,000 according to recent RTA project quotes, which would equate to roughly 1.46 miles per
year for the entire region at this rate.)
To put things in perspective, preliminary estimations from TDOT approximate that it will take
upward of $550,000,000 to bring the city up to ADA compliance and improve pedestrian
safety. It is important to keep in mind that this does not include things like pedestrian safety
lighting, shade trees, etc. With the City’s basic needs at that price, it is safe to assume that it will
take upward of a billion dollars to create a safe, quality pedestrian environment for the entire
region.
While technically the sidewalk portion of any of the projects listed in this proposal could be
eligible for RTA funding, they are rarely a priority, as the RTA’s main focus is on the major
roadway network. In reality, the chances of projects from this proposal getting funded in light of
all of these competing factors is therefore just about non-existent.

TOHONO O'ODHAM NATION
PLANNING & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
P.O. Box 837
Sells, Arizona 85634
MEMORANDUM

Administration
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Credit & Finance Program
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Date:
To:

Sept 10, 2014
Emily Yetman, Executive Director
Living Streets Alliance
From:
Steve Tipton, P.E., Roads Program Manager
Re:
Proposed Sidewalk on Frontage Road adjacent to State Route 86
_______________________________________________________________

Thank you for the opportunity to present this project to your organization. The
following is a description and justification of this project.
The Arizona Department of Transportation is currently in the process of
developing the project plans for a pedestrian access across SR 86 at Milepost 115
+/-. The project consists of a pedestrian bridge across a concrete lined drainage
channel on the north side of SR 86 but within the ADOT Right of Way through the
Town of Sells. To provide access to the pedestrian bridge, ADOT is installing a
“HAWK” signal and constructing connecting sidewalks on the south side of the
highway to direct pedestrian traffic to the “HAWK” signal and to the pedestrian
bridge. ADOT is also providing connecting sidewalk on the north side of the
pedestrian bridge to carry pedestrians to the Baboquivari Middle School to the east
of the “HAWK” signal and bridge. The north and south ADOT sidewalk will
extend to the west to the next intersection. The provision of these pedestrian
facilities is a very positive addition to the safety of the Town of Sells pedestrian
traffic.
The next phase of this project will require sidewalk outside of the ADOT Right of
Way. On the north side of the ADOT Right of Way is a subdivision consisting of
over a hundred (+/-) homes with children needing pedestrian connectivity to the
south side of the Right of Way to the Grammer School and on the north side to the
Middle School. The most accessible road is the frontage road on the north side of
the Right of Way. This road runs east and west adjacent to the Right of Way for
about 3000’ feet to the west from the intersection where the ADOT north side
sidewalk terminates. This sidewalk will provide access for anyone coming from
the northwest side of the subdivision to the Middle School or crossing to the south
side of the highway.
It is the intention of the Roads Program to design and construct this sidewalk
within the program using program staff and providing construction using people
here on the Tohono O’odham Nation. There are a number of individuals
experienced with the skill sets necessary for this kind of work. These individuals
will also be used to train others on the Nation in this kind of work.
Once this phase has been completed, we will plan for further pedestrian
connectivity to schools, businesses, and government offices.

cc: file

May 15, 2014
Pima County Bond Advisory Committee
Chairman and Members
c/o  Pima  County  Administrator’s  Office
130 W. Congress St.
Tucson, AZ 85701
To Whom It May Concern:
AAA Arizona is writing to show its support for the $25 million Pedestrian Safety and
Comfort Bond. While many people think of AAA Arizona only as an advocate for the
safety and security of motorists, AAA also supports pedestrian issues. After all, everyone
is a pedestrian at some point each day, so this bond has the potential to affect people in a
very positive way.
The bond encompasses several important parts that will help Pima County. For example,
shade  and  safe  access  should  be  a  priority,  especially  in  Tucson’s  unforgiving  climate.  
The bond will allow for projects to take place around Pima County. In addition, the
potential to connect neighborhoods to community destinations and safe routes to
community facilities will be useful and attractive to residents. Plus, incorporating bus
stops as a pedestrian destination is important.
Giving up the car keys is one of the most difficult decisions many seniors will have to
make. An unforgiving pedestrian atmosphere only makes that decision more difficult –
and potentially could result in more dangerous roadways.
Sincerely,
Valerie Vinyard
AAA Arizona

AAA, There When You Need Us Most
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January!19,!2015!!!!
Pima!County!Bond!Advisory!Committee!
!

RE:!Pedestrian!Safety!and!Comfort!Bond!Proposal!

!
Members!of!the!County!Bond!Advisory!Committee:!
!
The$Arizona$Alliance$for$Livable$Communities$(AALC)&is#writing#to#voice#our#support#for#the!Pedestrian*
Safety'and'Comfort'Bond%proposal'submitted!by#the#Living#Streets!Alliance.)If#placed#on#the#ballot,#the#
Pedestrian'Safety'and'Comfort'Bond'proposal'will'provide(Pima(County(voters(the(opportunity(to(
support'investment'of'bond'funding'in'the'construction'of'key'physical'improvements'that'will'enhance'
walkability)options)for)residents)throughout)Pima)County.))!
!
The$AALC$is#a#statewide#organization#that#represents!a"broad"range"of"planning,"public"health,"and$
transportation!professionals+from+both+the$public'and'private'sectors."The$goal$of$the$AALC$is$that$every$
Arizona(community(will(be(“vibrant,(safe,(and(healthy,(providing(equitable(opportunities(for(all#people#to#
thrive”.!This%can%be%achieved%through!healthy'lifestyle'choices'such!as#increased!transportation)options,"
access%to%healthy%food%and%opportunities%to%be#active,"by#providing#a#range#of#housing(choices(and(
promoting)a)sense)of)community.!
!
The$AALC$has$reviewed$the$Pedestrian$Safety$and$Comfort$Bond$proposal.""In"addition,"we!reviewed'the'
2012D2013%Pedestrian%Safety%and%Comfort%Campaign%used%by%the$Living&Streets&Alliance&as#the#basis#for#
identification*of!the$projects$included$in$the$bond$proposal.%%The%community%outreach%efforts%were%
extensive(and(clearly(reflect(a(commitment(by(the(LSA(leadership(to(involve(the(public(in#the#process#of#
building(consensus(so(as(to(submit(a"bond"proposal"which"is!a"true"vision!of#community#residents.#!
!
The$AALC$is!impressed(by(the(approach(incorporated(into(the(bond(proposal(that$relies$on$the$concept'
of#the#twoDpronged!approach'for$project$funding.$$The$identification$of$“signature+projects”+throughout+
Pima%County%provides)certainty)to)the)voters)that)they)are)voting&for&specific&projects.&&The&inclusion&of!
“categorical+funding”+provides)flexibility#for#unanticipated#projects#in#the#future#and#puts#in#place!a"
transparent(and(unbiased(process!to#award!funding'for'those'projects."!
!
The$Living$Streets$Alliance$has$taken&a&leadership&role&in&addressing&the&critical&issue&of&creating&a&healthy&
community)and)the)importance)of)a"safe%and%comfortable+pedestrian+environment.++The+AALC+supports+
the$Pedestrian$Safety$and$Comfort$Bond$proposal$and$congratulates!the$LSA$for$doing%an!excellent'job'of'
incorporating*projects!that$will$help$create$more$livable$communities!in#Pima#County."In"addition,"we"
would&like&to&thank&the&community&members&who&served&on&the&Bond%Advisory)Committee)and)the)
residents(of(Pima%County!who$have$helped$develop$the$bond%proposal.%%!!!
!
Arizona(Alliance(for(Livable(Communities(
!

Page(1(

!
The$Arizona(Alliance(for(Livable(Communities!urges&the&Bond%Advisory%Committee!to#respond#favorably#
to#the#community#vision#set#forth#in#the#Pedestrian*Safety*and*Comfort*Bond*proposal*and*include*the*
proposal'on'the'next'Pima'County'Bond'election'ballot.''!!
!
Sincerely,!
!
Dean!Brennan,!FAICP!
Advocacy!Committee!
Arizona!Alliance!for!Livable!Communities!!

!
cc.!Living!Streets!Alliance!

Arizona(Alliance(for(Livable(Communities(
!
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southernsectionboard@gmail.com

Board of Directors
Director
Jennifer Donofrio
City of Tucson
Associate Director
Artemio Hoyos
Pima County
Secretary
Orlanthia Henderson
Town of Sahuarita
Treasurer
Anna Casadei
Town of Sahuarita
Member at Large
Jenna Reilly
Town of Sahuarita
Member at Large
Katharine Hardy
Pima Association of Governments
University of Arizona
Student Liaison
Sarah Meggison

!

May!12,!2014!
!
!
!
Chairman!and!Members!
Pima!County!Bond!Advisory!Committee!
c/o!Pima!County!Administrator's!Office!
130!W!Congress!Street!
Tucson!AZ!85701!
Subject:!Pedestrian!Safety!and!Comfort!Bond!Proposal!
CC:!Chuck!Huckelberry,!Pima!County!Administrator!
On!behalf!of!the!Arizona!Planning!Association!Southern!Section!Board,!it!is!my!
pleasure!to!write!a!letter!in!support!for!the!Living!Streets!Alliance!Pedestrian!
Safety!and!Comfort!Bond!Program.!!!
!
Everyone!walksT!and!improving!the!walkability!of!this!region!benefits!us!all;!from!
healthier!waist!lines!to!raises!in!housing!values,!and!benefits!to!the!environment.!!!
Making!our!region!more!walkable!may!also!reduce!the!number!of!unnecessary!
deaths!and!injuries!caused!by!people!walking!in!vehicular!lanes!where!no!sidewalk!
exists!or!crossing!streets.!!!!!
!
The!Arizona!Planning!Association!Southern!Section!board!feels!strongly!that!
supporting!the!Pedestrian!Safety!and!Comfort!bond!is!the!best!investment!Pima!
County!can!make!for!the!future!of!its!residents.!!We!want!walking!to!be!safe!and!
comfortable!in!Pima!County.!!!!
!

!
Sincerely,!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

May 8, 2014
Pima County Bond Committee
Chairman and Members
130 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
Dear Chairman and Members,
We are writing in recommendation of the Living Streets Alliance pedestrian infrastructure bond proposal. City of Tucson
Pedestrian Advisory Committee convened our first meeting in September of 2013 at the behest of Mayor Rothschild, at
least partially in response to a staggering number of pedestrian deaths in the city in the past year. The PAC represents
all six city wards, as well as constituencies exceptionally impacted by the walking environment that include youth, the
elderly, and the disabled. The PAC has developed an overall mission: to identify and set priorities in policies, programs,
and projects to create a complete pedestrian environment for Tucson.
As PAC members engage in a process of refining our goals under this mission, we are increasingly aware that the major
constraint to creating pedestrian infrastructure is a distinct and equitable funding stream for pedestrian projects.
Overall, pedestrian funding makes up less than 2% of transportation despite the fact that everyone is a pedestrian, and
one third of our community cannot or does not drive and thus relies upon walking as a major form of transportation.
This bond proposal fits well with the vision of the PAC to increase funding, and would allow jurisdictions to identify and
pursue priorities for their communities, and the resulting projects would create both a vision and a roadmap for the
future.
Projects that fall under the scope of pedestrian infrastructure include a variety of approaches to meet the needs of
diverse community. These include: 1) Improved connectivity created by safe crossings between neighborhoods and in
reaching adjacent amenities using tools such as high visibility crosswalks, curb extensions, crossing refuges, ADA
compliant curb ramps and on ramp pedestrian signals; 2) continuous well maintained sidewalks of adequate width; 3)
Streetscape improvements that make walking both comfortable and attractive; 4) Traffic calming techniques such as
road diets, corner bulbouts, traffic circles, and planted medians that create quieter, local roadways; 5) Routes to
destinations close to home and work, such as local businesses, libraries, parks and community centers; and 6) Green
infrastructure that creates a pleasant microclimate using parkways, rain gardens and street trees.
This bond proposal was popular among residents who responded to the county wide survey. This may reflect the sheer
numbers of people potentially impacted by the bond, as well as the multiple benefits of an improved walking
environment such as reduced traffic congestion, improved health outcomes, increased access to community resources,
improved air and water quality and a curbed heat island effect. The PAC members view this bond proposal as an
important step that provides further momentum to city and regional leaders interested in developing Tucson as a
vibrant, attractive and profitable environment for youth, young professionals, businesses, and older residents seeking
economic security and quality of life.
Recognizing the number and importance of the many projects being proposed to the Pima Bond Advisory Committee
(BAC) and the competing and diverse needs of our community, the CoT PAC members strongly and respectively urge the
BAC to support this Pedestrian Safety and Comfort Bond Program for the benefit of all County residents.
Sincerely,

Maia Ingram, Pedestrian Advisory Committee Chair
(520) 275 6369 – maiai@email.arizona.edu

B.J. Cordova, Vice Chair
(520) 481 3223 – wildcatbeej@hotmail.com

!

!

Chairman and Members
Pima County Bond Advisory Committee
c/o Pima County Administrator's Office
130 W Congress Street
Tucson AZ 85701
Subject: Pedestrian Safety and Comfort Bond Proposal
May 15, 2014

Chairman and Members,
Local First Arizona strongly supports the Living Streets Alliance request to include $25,000,000
in bond funds for pedestrian capital improvements for the 12th Avenue business corridor.
Local First Arizona is the largest local business coalition in North America. We represent over
2,500 Arizona owned businesses. As a local business coalition we are dedicated to preserving
and promoting the maintenance and development of dense, walkable business districts. We
know that these are economically vibrant areas that promote job and business growth in our
cities. Knight Foundation Soul of the Community reports have identified walkable streets as one
of the top 3 factors in creating community attachment and have shown that this attachment
correlates positively to higher GDP. We have also seen studies that also positively correlate
community attachment to higher voter turnout and increased tax revenues paid. Other studies
have shown that businesses in walkable districts pay an average of 27-54% higher rental rates
for these areas, leading to an increase in property values and higher tax revenues.
These walkable, pedestrian friendly neighborhood destinations are vital to economic
competitiveness and attracting and retaining key community members and youth. For all of
these reasons, Local First AZ strongly supports the Pedestrian Safety and Comfort Bond
Proposal.
If you have any questions about our support of this bond funding, please contact me at
erika@localfirstaz.com or 520-628-2728. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Erika Mitnik-White
Southern Arizona Coordinator, Local First Arizona
CC: Chuck Huckelberry, Pima County Administrator, Kimber Lanning, Executive Director LFA,
Nicole.Fyffe@pima.gov, Emily Yetman, Living Streets Alliance

SATA
2401 E. Speedway
Tucson, AZ 85719

January 8, 2015

Pima County Bond Advisory Committee
Re: Pedestrian Safety and Comfort Bond Proposal

To whom it may concern:
Southern Arizona Transit Advocates, SATA, would encourage the Pima County
Bond Advisory Committee to recommend the inclusion of the $25,000,000.00 bond
proposal advocated by the Living Streets Alliance.
Southern Arizona Transit Advocates is a broad based advocacy group that began
as Tucsonans for Sensible Transportation and our political arm, Citizens for Sensible
Transportation. One of our current projects is Friends of the Tucson Streetcar.
Our citizen coalition led to the creation of the Citizen’s Transportation Initiative
of the early 2000’s with a comprehensive plan of transit improvements and alternative
mode enhancements. Our work directly led to the inclusion of the modern streetcar,
enhanced bus service, and alternative mode enhancements in the regional
transportation plan that was approved by the voters. By working together on a
comprehensive multi modal plan the voters of Pima County approved a historic
regional plan and funding source.
We support a comprehensive multi modal transportation system as well as
efforts to fund the implementation of a comprehensive system. Our members are
actively involved in virtually every transportation issue in the region and we represent
a very broad spectrum of the community.
There can be no question that Tucson and Pima County have a major
infrastructure deficit and a need for walkability enhancements that vastly exceed this
modest bond proposal. Instead of reiterating all the reasons for supporting these
projects I will focus simply on the reason for including these projects in this bond
proposal.

January 8, 2015 p. 2 Pima County Bond Advisory Committee
Tucson and Pima County have for too long deferred needed projects such as
these until some future unspecified time or until some future as yet unknown funding
source is identified or created. The RTA election and the City of Tucson street
maintenance bond program have addressed some of the deferred needs but they did
not provide for the mid level projects outlined in this proposal. Quality projects such
as the ones proposed are caught in the middle of larger scale projects and neighborhood
reinvestment projects. These orphan projects should not always need to wait for the
prospect of some future plan or funding source. We are paying the price for past
decisions to delay or defer and because this bond election is the only funding project
concretely moving forward at this time some portion of the bond election should be
devoted to this crucial need.
It is our belief that these projects will serve as model projects that will generate
support for future City of Tucson or Pima County bond elections, future funding source
discussions and plans and for increasing the likelihood of a successful extension of the
next round of RTA funding.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best regards,
Clague A. Van Slyke, III
On behalf of Southern Arizona Transit Advocates

!
!

TUCSON!BUS!RIDERS!UNION!
401!East!26th!Street;!Tucson!Arizona!85713!
(520)!624F0312!

!

May 14, 2014
!

To: County Administrator, C.H. Huckelberry and the Pima County Bond Advisory Committee
From: The Tucson Bus Riders Union (TBRU)

Greetings,

The purpose of this letter is to show the Bus Riders Union support for the proposal on
Pedestrian Bond on behalf of Living Streets Alliances (LSA).
The TBRU is aware and understands the importance of the need to improve walking
conditions to/from and around transit, as every transit user is also a pedestrian.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

James Ojeda
Representing the TBRU
(520) 870-0905

!

1137 N. Dodge Blvd.
Tucson, AZ 85716
www.watershedmg.org

September 15, 2014
Chairman and Members
Pima County Bond Advisory Committee
c/o Pima County Administrator's Office
130 W Congress Street
Tucson AZ 85701
CC: Chuck Huckelberry, Pima County Administrator
Subject: Water Harvesting for Pedestrian Safety and Comfort Bond Proposal
Dear Chairman and Members,
As the water harvesting and sustainability leader in our community, Watershed Management
Group (WMG) would like to express our support for the Pedestrian Safety and Comfort Bond
Proposal developed by the Living Streets Alliance.
Sidewalks and safe street crossings are essential for a walkable community. At the same time,
our walkways are not comfortable or viable routes without shade. The best way to grow shade
along our streets is to use green infrastructure – basins and swales that harvest stormwater to
irrigate native trees. WMG has worked with Living Streets Alliance to include cost estimates for
water harvesting landscapes within the proposal. Inclusion of water harvesting features will
ensure the success of the proposal implementation by guaranteeing a cost-effective water supply
for native shade trees while reducing demand on our city’s water supply and reducing flooding
problems.
WMG has implemented a model for water harvesting pedestrian infrastructure through various
projects including a project focused on Bike Boulevards. WMG is committed to partnering in the
future to make this bond a success.
On behalf of WMG, I request you recommend LSA’s  Pedestrian Safety and Comfort Proposal
for inclusion in the upcoming Pima County bond election.
Sincerely,

Lisa Shipek
Executive Director
Watershed Management Group

Chairman(and(Members(
Pima(County(Bond(Advisory(Committee(
c/o(Pima(County(Administrator's(Office(
130(W(Congress(Street(
Tucson(AZ(85701(
(
CC:(Chuck(Huckelberry,(Pima(County(Administrator(
Subject:(Pedestrian(Safety(and(Comfort(Bond(Proposal(
(
(
Dear(Chairman(and(Members,(
(
On(behalf(of(the(neighborhood/homeowner’s(association(I(represent,(I(would(like(to(express(my(
support(for(the(Pedestrian*Safety*and*Comfort*Bond*Proposal(put(forward(by(the(Living(Streets(
Alliance.((
(
Walking(is(one(of(the(most(basic(forms(of(human(activity(and(yet(pedestrians(are(faced(with(
numerous(challenges(and(severe(safety(risks(in(many(neighborhoods(across(Pima(County.(Tucson(
ranks(number(25(on(the(list(of(Most(Dangerous(Metropolitan(Areas,(with(between(250(and(300(
pedestrianUinvolved(car(accidents(each(year,(and(an(average(of(21(annual(pedestrian(fatalities.(The(
lack(of(a(safe,(convenient,(and(comfortable(pedestrian(network(prevents(walking(from(becoming(a(
viable(transportation(option(for(many(individuals(in(our(community.((
(
Walkability(is(not(only(important(in(terms(of(creating(a(free(and(equitable(transportation(alternative,(
but(also(is(an(essential(element(for(the(vitality(of(our(neighborhoods.(Walkable(communities(support(
physical(and(mental(health,(provide(better(access(for(people(of(all(ages(and(abilities,(promote(
economic(development(with(increased(property(values(and(local(business(patronage,(improve(air(
quality,(and(help(our(neighborhoods(become(safer(and(more(friendly(places(to(live.(Investing(in(the(
quality(of(life(of(residents(in(this(community(is(a(key(strategy(to(create(a(healthier,(happier,(and(
economically(competitive(region.((
(
I(fully(support(LSA’s(Pedestrian*Safety*and*Comfort*Proposal(as(a(strong(initiative(to(start(improving(
the(pedestrian(environment(in(Pima(County,(and(request(your(recommendation(for(its(inclusion(in(
the(upcoming(Pima(County(bond(election.((
(
(
Sincerely,(
(
Name( (
(
Neighborhood((
Title( (
(
Date( (
Signature(
Chris(Gans(

(

West(University( (

Former(President((

8/19/14(((((((((((

Colby(Henley(

(

Rincon(Heights( (

President(

(

8/28/14(((((((((((((((

(

Feldman’s(

President(

(

9/17/14(((((((((((((((

(
Dean(Knuth(

(

(
(

Garden District Neighborhood Association
Boundaries: Alvernon/Swan/Speedway/Grant
Registered 501(c)(3): 86-0838923

August 18, 2014

Dear Mr. Hecker,
As the Board of Garden District Neighborhood Association, we would like to show our
support for the Living Streets Alliance Pedestrian Safety and Walkability initiatives.
This organization has the expertise and track record to enable them to help neighborhood
associations and our residents determine suitable projects to improve walkability utilizing
methods that provide safe routes for the daily commutes of our residents in our
community – children and adults.
Garden District neighborhood is located in the heart of Tucson and is one mile square,
bordering Speedway on the south, Grant on the north, Swan on the east, and Alvernon on
the west. We are an active neighborhood even though the vast majority of our residents
are renters. Our neighborhood has very few sidewalks, making pedestrians very
vulnerable to vehicles. Because of our large footprint, lack of nearby parks, and
challenging demographics (7000 residents, predominately low income, high number of
walkers, and a high number of foreign refugees), we rely on municipal funding for capital
improvements that we desperately need. Without Neighborhood Reinvestment funding
we would not have the sidewalks on Columbus Blvd. that are protecting our many
residents from vehicles as they go to work, walk their children to school, or walk to catch
the bus. Unfortunately more is needed to protect the thousands of residents from vehicles
and just as important, to provide them with safe walking and biking routes for exercising
and commuting.
We support Living Streets Alliance in their quest to receive money from the next County
bond election. With that money they will be able to help fund projects that will directly
benefit the Tucson inner city neighborhoods. We are hoping to be one of them as we
partner with Living Streets to solidify our plan for a safer walkable neighborhood.
Sincerely,
Lois Pawlak President
Kris Yarter Vice President
Meg Johnson Secretary
Anna Marie Patti Treasurer
Lois Pawlak, President
Caroline Rondeau, Vice President
Anna Marie Patti, Treasurer
Meg Johnson, Secretary
NW Quadrant Leader, Lois Pawlak
NE Quadrant Leader, Russell Beal
SW Quadrant Leader, Phyllis Montgomery
SE Quadrant Leader, Judy Ostermeyer
Mailing Address: PO Box 32384, Tucson, AZ 85751
Phone: (520) 325-7611
Website: www.thegardendistrict.org
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May  15,  2014  
  
To:  The  Chairman  and  Members  of  the  Pima  County  Bond  Advisory  Committee  
Subject:  Pedestrian  Safety  and  Comfort  Bond  Proposal  
  
Dear  Bond  Advisory  Committee,  
    
On  behalf  of  the  Menlo  Park  Neighborhood  Association  I  am  submitting  this  letter  in  support  of  
the  Living  Streets  Alliance  Bond  Proposal  designed  to  improve  pedestrian  safety  and  walkability  
in  the  Tucson  region.  
    
While  the  intent  of  the  proposed  bond  speaks  for  itself,  it  is  important  to  call  attention  to  the  
exemplary  work  that  is  already  being  carried  out  by  the  Living  Streets  Alliance  (LSA)  in  our  
community.  Recently,  the  Menlo  Park  Neighborhood  Association  was  the  beneficiary  of  a  
Walkability  Assessment  workshop  conducted  by  LSA  in  concert  with  neighborhood  residents.  
The  interactive  workshop  engaged  participants  to  discover  features  that  characterize  a  walkable  
neighborhood.  Following  a  professional  educational  presentation  residents  toured  Menlo  Park  to  
assess  the  walking  environment  and  to  see  and  understand  the  value  of  walkability.  
  
We  learned  that  communities  that  support  walkability  are  safer  places  to  live  -  an  important  fact  
in  Tucson  where,  last  year,  there  were  20  pedestrian  fatalities.  We  learned  that  walkable  
neighborhoods:  promote  physical  health;;  provide  better  access  for  people  of  all  abilities;;  increase  
property  values;;  improve  air  quality;;  reduce  greenhouse  gas  emissions  and  much  more.  
  
At  one  time  or  another  during  the  day  we  are  all  pedestrians.  So  it  makes  sense  for  the  Bond  
Committee  to  approve  a  relatively  small  investment  that  would  go  a  long  way  to  improving  the  
quality  of  life  for  all  the  residents  of  Pima  County.  
  
Respectfully,  

  

Gene  Einfrank,  president  
Menlo  Park  Neighborhood  Association  

August  17,  2014

